DGSOM Evacuation Plan

- Gonda – east sidewalk on Westwood, north of CEY South
- MRL – north sidewalk on CEY South
- NRB – north sidewalk on CEY South
- 700 WW/Brain Mapping – east sidewalk on Westwood, north of CEY South
- Reed – east sidewalk on Westwood, at corner of CEY South
- Semel/BRI – east sidewalk on Westwood, north of Le Conte
- Wasserman – sidewalk at corner of Westwood and Le Conte
- Doris Stein – north sidewalk on Le Conte, east of Westwood
- Jules Stein Levels A & B – north sidewalk on Le Conte east of Westwood
- Jules Stein Levels 1-3 – CHS Plaza
- BSRB/OHRL – Court of Sciences
- Factor/Biomed Library – east sidewalk on Tiverton at corner of CEY South
- School of Dentistry – east sidewalk on Tiverton south of bridge
- North Tower/School of Public Health – north sidewalk on CEY South
- “O Tower” – east sidewalk on Tiverton
- South Tower – CHS Plaza
- Marion Davies – CHS Plaza
- Geffen Hall – CHS Plaza

NOTE: Depending on the situation, you may be asked to move from your primary assembly area (as noted on the map) to an alternate location by emergency response personnel.